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Tote Bag Instructions 
 

 

 

To make your tote bag you will need: 

 

Sweet Pea designer paper – 5” x 12” 

Any cardstock  6” x 2¾” for main base 

Chocolate Chip Cardstock:- 

2 pieces @ 8¼” x 1” (handles) 

I piece full length A4 x ½(trim) 

2 x 1¼” circles 

1 @ 4½” x 2⅞” (shaped for outer base) 

1 x tab punch 

 

Double sided tape 

White gel pen 

Bone folder 

Felt circle 

Velcro dots 

1¼” circle punch 

Tab punch 

 

   

 

  

1. The base should be scored at ¾” on each side. 

2. Cut along the score lines (as marked by the arrow symbols), to make small flaps on each corner of 

the base. 

3. Place sticky tape on each of the tabs, then stick to make the box base as in picture above. 

4. Place sticky tape on the reverse side of your 

designer paper, along the bottom edge and one 

of the sides. 

5. Also place sticky tape around the top of the box 

base 
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8. Wrap the designer 

paper around the box 

starting half way along a 

long box side. Make 

sure that the bottom 

lines up. 

9. Join at the back. 

6. Using the template 

shape the chocolate 

chip bag base, which has 

been scored at ¾” on 

long sides. Cut out. 

7. Using a white gel pen 

draw some faux 

stitching around the 

edges . 

10. Shape the ends of the 1” strips by punching with a 1¼” circle punch as shown in picture. 

11. Using a white gel pen draw some faux stitching around the edges of all choc chip pieces. (The ½” 

piece has stitching only along one long edge) 

12. Fold the choc chip circles 

in half and stick to the 

base as shown. 

13. Fold outer base on score 

lines and stick to bottom 

of bag. 
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14. Stick the ½” strip around the top edge of the bag starting at 

the back seam as there will be a slight gap. 

15. Using a bone folder, run it 

under the handles to make 

the cardstock more flexible. 

16. Pinch about 1” from the end 

and fold the handles in half, 

leaving approx. 1” unfolded at 

each end. Use bone folder 

again to flex card. 

17. Attach the handles to the 

bag with sticky tape. 

18. Stick half of the tab punch 

onto the back of the bag as 

shown. Make sure you 

cover the gap in the trim. 

19. Stick the two sides of the 

Velcro dot together and 

stick to the front end of the 

tab punch. Close the tab 

down onto the front of the 

bag. This way the Velcro will 

be correctly placed. 

20. Finish off your bag with a little felt dot on the 

front of the tab punch. 

 

21. You are now ready to make your cards to go 

inside the bag. 


